


The latest collection MUSHK Unstitched Embroidered Lawn 

by ADAN’S LIBAS masters color, embroidery to launch 

what they have long been advocating for functional 

and impressive everyday clothing. This summer, retire the 

mundane cuts, colors for something a little more fun. Adan 

continues with its tradition of aesthetic eminence season 

after season. It introduces innovative collections in fabric to 

keep our attention fixated.  This spell wear symmetric linear 

intricacy in your formal and casual clothing options. Make 

sure to focus on modern charms to exemplify beautifully 

tailored clothes that will become a statement of your 

lifestyle.

Vaunt the experimental cuts to grace your wardrobes this 

season. Wear the unconventional patterns as the brand’s 

signature identity in colors that fall in the categories of crisp, 

muted, bright and easy on the eyes. Sift through our current 

series to find your wardrobe favorite for the spell.



DESIGN - 01
We are setting the trends for the approaching season as we firmly believe that 
clothes maketh a woman. It is your turn to become an absolute fashionista with 
our stunning ensemble collection for new looks for every day.





Listen to what our collection calls out to for the upcoming season to 
look every bit drenched in fashion and glamour without putting in 

much effort. Wear the season’s raging style elements.

DESIGN - 02





A romantic affair with rich and luxurious clothes always leads to occurrences that 
are memorable and full of fashion. We bring out the most wanted looks and trends 
of the season with our latest women’s fashion clothes options that can be worn at 
all the dressing up occasions.

DESIGN - 03







Defies all that is mundane to redefine the traditional clothing 
style with a dash of glamour to come up with a collection that is 
chic, fun and progressive. This attire offers a perfect balance of 
colors that is ideal for the women.

DESIGN - 04





Learn how to mix it right with our latest collection for the season 
that showcases the perfect hue balance and kaleidoscope of 
colors, embellishments and patterns. with vibrant pops of colors 
and embellishments adorning the chic patterns.

DESIGN - 05





Splashed in appealing patterns and intricate details make an 
irresistible choice for the women, who are looking for closet 
options that offer relaxation and relief from mundane dressing. 

DESIGN - 06





Take a regal venture with our embroidered apparel choices, which 
have a sophisticated and chic look and the power to redefine 
contemporary vogue that we blend in our intricate designs for the 
collection.

DESIGN - 07



Attires feature gracefulness and opulence which are simply 
irresistible and the final piece for your glamour jigsaw. It is time to 

transform your wardrobe into a dream world.

DESIGN - 08







This collection has been curated to offer imperial fashion that 
you can flaunt dress by dress to impress this season. We offer you 
the latest luxury cuts in this enriching collection which is sure to 
make you shine like a star.

DESIGN - 09



Tones and shades that look crisp and soothing no matter what 
the season is. This appeals to the women belonging to the 
versatile walks of life.

DESIGN - 10






